Abstract. Let /" be the fractional integral operator defined as rj(x)-Jf(y)\x-y\"-"dy.
ll»X«L,7¿j/l'./(*) ->nB(IJ)\dx « c(/|/|"'"wj holds for any ball B such that ||«x«lloo > "■ 1. Introduction. We consider the fractional integral operator Ia, 0 < a < «, defined by (1.1) U(x) = f f(y)\x-y\"-dy.
Necessary and sufficient conditions were obtained in [1] in order that given a weight ü (resp. w) there exists a nontrivial weight w (resp. v) satisfying i[fR\IJ(x)\qv(x)dx]j < (jn/(x)|Mx)dx) ' for 1 < p, q < oo, \/q 3* \/p -a/n. For the case p = 1, q = n/(n -a) weights satisfying a weak type inequality were characterized. Our purpose now is to study the limiting case/? = n/a, q = co. It is not difficult to verify that, except for trivial cases, /" is not a bounded operator from Ln/a(wdx) into Lx(vdx) . To see this we assume the set {x: v(x) > 0) n {x: w(x) < oo) has positive Lebesgue measure. Then if /?, is the unit ball we may assume that for some N the set G = {x: v(x) > 0} n {x: w(x) < N) n 5, has positive measure and zero as a point of density. Take/( y) = XgÍjOIjI^ w'th ß < a. Then \f\n/awdy < N \y\-^ady < "
where r is such that \BS n G\/\BS\ > 3/4, for every s ^ r. We write Ak = {y: r4-(k+X)/n < \y\ < r4~k/n) and Ck = {y: 2~]/"r4-k/n < \y\ < r4-A:/B}.
Then Q is contained in ^^ and |iJn^,|>2w"/-"4-<A + "=|C,|.
Taking into account that |_y|a-^-"isa decreasing function, we have f \y\*-ß-»dy = E Í \yrß-"dy > E ( \yrß-"dy
Therefore, if ||/a/||¿_«(1)) < C||/||L-,/«(w) were true, we would have
for any ß < a. Letting yß go to a, we arrive at a contradiction. Moreover, as is well known, the function/(x) = (|x|alog|x|)~1x(20o)(M) belongs to Ln/a(dx), yet the integral (1.1) defining Iaf(x) is divergent for every x. However, if/belongs to Ln/a(dx) and has compact support, Iaf(x) is finite for almost every x. Furthermore, given any ball B = B(z,r) the expression lïttx) = ¡f(y)\x -yrndy + f f(y)[\x -y\«~' -\y -z\a'"]dy JB JCB is well defined for every/in L"/a(dx) and coincides almost everywhere (a.e.) with /a/up to a finite constant CB = /Cb/(j)I>' ~ z\a~"dy, if in addition, /has compact support.
These observations lead us to study, as in [2] , the weights satisfying the substitute inequality (1) (2) \\^XB\\x~l\IJ(x)-mB(Iaf)\dx^^j\f\''^wdx]j , for any ball B such that ¡l^x^H,» > 0 and/with compact support. We are using the notation |£| to indicate the Lebesgue measure of the set E and mE(g) the average of g over E, i.e. mE(g) = (l/\E\)jEg(y)dy.
2. The results. We begin by studying those weights w for which (1.2) holds for some nontrivial weight v. We first prove the following Lemma 1. Let v and g be measurable functions satisfying (2.1) HuXslloc¿/5lg-™s(g)l<C Proof. Let wc(x) = w(x) + e and define fR = wt a/(n a)xB for R large enough so that ||üXfl lloo > 0-Then/R is a bounded function with compact support and f\fR\"/aw = f w-"A"-a)w < ( w-a/{"'a) < oo.
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Let us take BR = B(z,R), the ball centered at z of radius R, with |z| = 5R. Clearly BR and BR are contained in BR = B(0,6R) and K = \BR\/\BR\ is independent of R. Also, substituting fR for/in (1.2) we obtain that gR = Ia(fR) satisfies (2.1) with a constant CR = (jB w-aA"-<*)y/n_ Hence, we can apply Lemma 1 to conclude
Now for x e BR we have
Jo with C > 0 and independent of R. Therefore, since we can always assume ||uxs II«, > 1 for R large enough, we obtain
Ra-"J w-aA"-a) < elf ^-«/(»-«O which implies, for R large enough, f w-a/(n-a) < CRn
JBR
Now letting e go to zero we obtain the desired conclusion. D We now want to study the behavior of the fractional integral operator acting on functions of Ln/a(wdx) for a weight w satisfying (2.2) . As in the case of Lebesgue measure, we can show that if w~a/^"~a) is merely locally integrable, the integral defining /"/ is finite almost everywhere for any /e L"/a(wdx) having compact support. In fact, if B = B(0,R) is a ball containing the support of / and / > 0, we have ljf(y)\x-y\a-dydx = ff(y)f\x -y\a~"dxdy < ff(y) f \x-yr"dxdy
Therefore /a/is finite a.e. The next theorem shows that condition (2.2) on w allows us to construct a weight v satisfying (1.2). {\B(z,r)\JB(z,r) I
Since w~aA"~a) is a locally integrable function, M*(w~a/i"~a)) is finite a.e. We may assume that for TV large enough the set E = 5(0,1) n {x: M*(w~aA"~a))(x) < N) has positive measure. We claim that the weight v = Xe satisfies (1.2) .
Let/be a function in L"/a(wdx) with compact support. In order to prove (1.2) we need only consider balls B such that B n E * 0. If B = B(z,R) is one of those balls, denoting by B the ball B(z,4R), we write U(x) = IxJ(x) + I2f(x) = ff(y)\x -y\"-dy + f J(y)\x -y\a~"dy. f\I2f(x) -mB(l2f)\dx < -ij f f f\f(y)\ \\x -y\a~" -V-y\a-"\dydtdx.
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But, using the mean value theorem and the fact that ||jc ->»| -|f -^H < 2Ä for jc and t in B and y in CB, it follows that II* -y\a~" -\t-y\*~*\ < cr\z -y\a-"-\ If |z| > 2, since fin£* 0, we have R > |z|/2 > 1 and, hence, f w(y)-aA-a)dy < f w(yTa/(n-a)dy < C(2*R)\ Moreover, if \z\ =$ 2 but k is such that 2kR ^ 1, the last estimate also holds. On the other hand, if 2kR < 1 and t e E n B, we obtain f w(yyaAn-a)dy < C(2kR)"M*(w-"A"-a))(t) < CN(2kR)".
•/l7-i|<2* + lR '|î-.V| Therefore J < £ß-n/{n-a) V"1 2 ~ *"/(« "<*) < ÇR-n/(n~a)
Replacing this estimate in (2.4) gives (2.5) ^|/s|/a2/(*)-mB(/02/)|^<c(/|/|"/»w) .
Taking into account that \\v\\x = 1, the estimates (2.3) and (2.5) prove the claim. D Extension of Ia to the whole space L"/a(wdx). Let w be a weight satisfying (2.2). As we have seen, the integral (1.1), defining the fractional integral Iaf, is absolutely convergent for any function/in L"/a(wdx) with compact support. Let v be a weight satisfying (1.2) . The previous theorem shows there always exists such a v. Then Ia can be considered as a bounded operator from a dense subspace of Ln/a(wdx) into a weighted version of BMO, denoted BMO(ü). The norm on this space is given by Hlglll = SUPllXflU|looWfl(lg -mB(g)\)> B where the sup is taken over the balls B such that ||Xsülloo > 0. Therefore Ia can be extended as a bounded operator from L"/a(wdx) into BMO(u).
Furthermore, by arguments similar to those used in the proof of Theorem 2, it is possible to give an explicit expression for Iaf as an element in the space BMO(t)), valid for any function/in L"/a(wdx). In order to do this, assume w satisfies (2.2) for R > 1. For any r > 0 we define Irf(x)=f f(y)\x-y\"-"dy+ f f(y)(\x-y\a-n-\y\a-')dy.
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Let us show that for any /in La/n(wdx) this expression is finite a.e. For any R large enough we can write /,/(*) = ia(fxBK)(x) + f f(y)(\x -yrn -\y\"-")dy -f f(y)\yrndy.
Jrsi\y\<R
By the assumption on /and w, the last integral is a finite constant. Moreover, for any x such that 2\x\ < R, we have f f(y)(\x-yr"-\y\a-)dy ^CRf \f(y)\ \y\a-"^dy J\y\>R \y\>R < CII/H^J/ w(y)-«An-a\y\-"*dy"X V\y\>R License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use with ß = 1 + l/(« -a). Proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 2 we see that the last integral is finite. This proves our assertion. Moreover, we have also shown that IRfand IJ coincide a.e. up to a finite constant. From these remarks we can conclude that for any r > 0 and any/in L"/ct(wdx), the function IJ coincides in BMO(u) with /"(/) defined by density arguments, providing the expression we were looking for. D
We now consider the problem of characterizing those weights v for which there exists a nontrivial weight w satisfying (1.2) . sing these estimates for |z| > R and |z| < R, respectively, we obtain (2-7) \\vxB\\^Sy2J(x) -mB(l2j)\dx < c(/|/|"/<v) .
Combining (2.6) and (2.7), (1.2) follows. D
